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There are biscuits on the sideboard 

if  you want them.

– J L Austin, 1961

WRONG RESPONSE!

But there is a response system 

involved here!
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https://xkcd.com/1033
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p q p → q

T T T

T F F

F T T

F F T
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GC
NCC
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If  you promise not to tell anyone, Kirsten is asleep. 



如果

If- result

In-accordance-with- result

那
If Then
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Wenn

Also: “when”

Dann

If Then
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 If  you think of  going anywhere tomorrow, let me know.

如果你明天想上哪兒去，就跟我說一聲。
Wenn du vorhast morgen auszugehen, sag bescheid.

 If  you think of  going anywhere tomorrow, I’m available.

如果你明天想上哪兒去，我有时间。
Wenn du vorhast morgen auszugehen, ich habe Zeit.

Explicit speech act consequent

Biscuit
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 If  you think of  going anywhere tomorrow, (?then) let me know.

如果你明天想上哪兒去， 就跟我說一聲。
Wenn du vorhast morgen auszugehen, (?dann) sag bescheid.

 If  you think of  going anywhere tomorrow, (#then) I’m available.

如果你明天想上哪兒去，(# 我有时间。
Wenn du vorhast morgen auszugehen, (#dann) habe ich Zeit.
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 Biscuit word order

 # Wenn du vorhast morgen auszugehen,    habe ich Zeit.

If  you think of  going anywhere tomorrow, have I time 

 Wenn du vorhast morgen auszugehen,        ich habe Zeit.

I have time
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if p:
assert q

else:
pass

assert (q if p else True)

assert (not p or q)
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Antecedent and consequent are 

conditionally dependent

NCC

Truth-functional conditional is 

asserted

yes no

Hearer further concludes that, since 

antecedent and consequent are 

conditionally independent, speaker 

must have independent evidence for 

consequent.

Hearer concludes that speaker is 

uncertain about antecedent

Hearer wonders why speaker used 

conditional construction 

nonetheless

Truth-functional conditional

Consequent is asserted

P
ra

g
m

a
tic in

feren
ce
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Antecedent and consequent are 

conditionally dependent

NCC

Truth-functional conditional is 

asserted

yes no

Hearer further concludes that, since 

antecedent and consequent are 

conditionally independent, speaker 

must have independent evidence for 

consequent.

Hearer concludes that speaker is 

uncertain about antecedent

Hearer wonders why speaker used 

conditional construction 

nonetheless

Truth-functional conditional

Consequent is asserted

Hearer further concludes that, since 

antecedent and consequent are 

conditionally independent, speaker 

must have independent evidence for 

falsity of antecedent.

Hearer concludes that speaker is 

uncertain about consequent

Antecedent is denied

P
ra

g
m

a
tic in

feren
ce
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p q p → q

T T T

T F F

F T T

F F T
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 If  you think of  going anywhere tomorrow, let me know.

 Biscuit

 If  you think of  going anywhere tomorrow, I’m available.
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Adapted from https://xkcd.com/974

Yes.
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 I claim: Biscuit and discourse-structuring antecedents have the exact same felicity 

conditions
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If  you’re thinking of  going anywhere

→ Are you thinking of  going anywhere?
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31Note that this is really an implicit speech act!
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If  you fail an exam

→ Do you fail an exam?



Hearer has immediate access to 

antecedent (knows or can change)

NCC

Antecedent is relevance Antecedent is speech act

yes

can affect (rhetorical question)

Consequent is speech-acted (speech 

act may or may not be assertion)
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knows (genuine question)

Truth-functional conditional is 

asserted

no
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Hearer has immediate access to 

antecedent (knows or can change)

NCC
Truth-functional conditional is 

asserted

Antecedent is relevance Antecedent is speech act

no (requires reanalysis) yes

can affect (rhetorical question)

Consequent is speech-acted (speech 

act may or may not be assertion)
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knows (genuine question)
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